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The Vogue Cube (4 squares) and Vogue Optima (5 squares) 
provide a truly stunning look, allowing you to create a modern 
contemporary entrance for your home. The clever effect of the 3D 
glass changes throughout the day. It’s like having an ever changing 
glass design.

The Vogue Cube features inward squares, whereas the Vogue 
Optima design is the reverse and features outward squares (so the 
individual squares are on the front piece of glass).
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The Vogue Shade 
looks just as good on 
the inside as it does 
on the outside. The 
Shade looks truly 
stunning at sunset.

Vogue Shade
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A little step to the 
left or right gives 
a totally different 
dimension to the 
Vogue Archer. The 
linear sandblasted 
design creates 
fantastic kerb 
appeal.

The Vogue Haze (above) adds a totally different dimension to any home 
and becomes a great talking point with neighbours. The combination of 
sandblasted and sandstone effect glass work perfectly together.
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The Vermont Grey Shades 
(left) is a popular design 
with homeowners looking 
for a traditional bevelled 
design with a contemporary 
door style. The grey glass 
bevels and sandblasted 
glass accentuate the door 
mouldings, whilst the clear 
lines provide extra detailing. 

The Vermont Continuity 
(right)is subtle but stunning. 
The 3D glass emphasises the 
door mouldings with clear 
glass lines that run through 
on the front facing piece of 
glass, with the reverse on the 
inner piece of glass. 

Vermont Continuity
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Sunrise 

The Vermont Shade (left) and the Vermont 
Haze (below) are both 3D effect glass 
designs that can transform your home. 
Whether you prefer the rectangular shapes 
of the Shade or the artistic free flowing 
lines of the Haze, you’ll be sure to be the 
envy of your neighbours.

Vermont Grey Shades

Vermont Shade
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Vermont Haze
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Stylish, secure and energy efficient describe 
the Dakota perfectly. Whether chosen to 
provide total privacy or in between two 
glass side panels, the Dakota provides a 
touch of class.

Dakota
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The slick lines of the Indiana have made it 
one of the most popular styles Rockdoor 
manufacture. When combined with a stainless 
steel bar handle, a knocker and a letterplate 
the results are phenomenal.

Indiana
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The Illinois is similar in style 
to one of our best-selling 
doors, the Jacobean, but 
features slightly longer glass 
apertures and a delicate 
swept head. Choose from 
4 different glass designs 
as shown, or choose 
sandblasted glass for a 
contemporary finish.

Illinois InspireIllinois Empire

Illinois Inspire Illinois Pinnacle

Illinois
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If your priority is letting 
light in, look no further than 
the Portland. As well as the 
security of S-Glaze glass, 
you’ve the option of ornate 
glass bevels and stunning 
gluechip glass.

Portland Horizon

Portland Beacon

Portland Beacon Portland Apostle

Portland 
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Old meets new in 
this modern take 
on a traditional 
classic. Newark’s 
moulding lines 
blend Victorian 
characteristics 
with contemporary 
styling. Newark 
Bright Star (left) 
is a particular 
favourite with 
owners of newer 
style homes, 
whereas the 
Lantern suits older 
style homes.

Newark Bright Star

Newark Lantern

Newark Citadel Newark Jubilee

Newark 
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Combining traditional lines with stunning glass design options, the 
Jacobean Rockdoor looks just as great at the front as at the back of 
your house – particularly when surrounded with glass side panels.

Jacobean Inspire

Jacobean Ellipse Jacobean Summit

Jacobean Apollo

Jacobean 
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Modelled on traditional timber doors but built without any of 
the limitations and drawbacks of wood, this popular quartet 
features a selection of ornate glass designs and deep timber-effect 
mouldings.

Arcacia Summit

Arcacia Summit

Georgia Constellation Kentucky Summit Montana Libra

Arcacia, Montana, Georgia & Kentucky  
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Front or back, terrace or town house….
these three are among our most popular 
styles. And remember, as with all 
Rockdoors, style and kerb appeal never 
compromise safety, security and energy 
efficiency.

Colonial

Windsor Linear Regency

Regency, Colonial & Windsor 
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Similar in style, the Carolina and Tennessee are popular door 
styles within our range for homeowners looking for traditional 
effect entrance doors. The Carolina features a Georgian look and 
feel to the glazing aperture and provides high levels of privacy, 
whereas the Tennessee lets in more light and is available with 
different glass designs.

Tennessee Linear 

Tennessee Dorado

Carolina Clear Glass

Carolina Clear Glass

Carolina & Tennessee 
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Ever so slightly different in style and both 
extremely popular.  The English Cottage 
features a narrow mid rail and a curved top 
moulding detail, with the Cottage featuring 
a deeper mid rail and straight top moulding 
detail.

English Cottage Square Lead

English Cottage Clear Glass

English Cottage Clear Glass

English Cottage Clear Glass

Cottage Spy View Clear Glass

English Cottage & Cottage 
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Stable doors add charm and convenience, and it’s no surprise that 
they’re such a firm favourite. They allow the outside in by acting as 
both a door and a window. 

47

Stable Door



Rockdoor Stable Doors 
In the past there was once the prospect of leaking weather seals and misfits over time as a result 
of warping wood. Not anymore. Every maintenance-free Rockdoor Stable Door is made to measure 
and features all the technology you need to enjoy headache-free stable door convenience.

20 Year History
The Stable door pictured here was installed on a coastal 
property on the Isle of Man 20 years ago and still looks 
good today.

Stable View Light Clear Glass

Stable View Light Clear Glass

Stable View Light Clear Glass

Stable Spy View Clear Glass

Rockdoor. 
Tried, Tested & 
Trusted.

Secure
Our Stable door locks are just as strong as 
our other doors' and feature specially made 
multipoint locks (top and bottom) and a strong 
deadbolt to keep you secure.

Practical
A slide bolt allows you to operate the top of 
the door independently of the bottom of the 
door, helping you bring the outside in. It’s 
also a great way to keep pets inside whilst 
letting fresh air in.

Unique
Unique to Rockdoor, our 
tried and tested custom-
made centre seal ensures 
the door acts as one. You 
won’t need to worry about 
leaks.

Stable Door

Not all doors are made equal.
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Rockdoor French Doors
They may look great and let lots of light into a room, but they were 
once easy prey for burglars. Rockdoor French Doors were the first in 
the industry to achieve Secured by Design accreditation for safety 
and security – whilst also being extremely energy efficient.

Choosing Rockdoor French Doors or Double doors means you don’t 
have to compromise on safety. 

Multipoint locks, deadbolts and high security hinges are joined by 
restrictors and shoot bolts which engage into the top and bottom of 
the outerframe for total security. 

Classic French Doors Clear Glass

Classic French Doors Clear Glass

Classic French Doors Clear Glass

French Doors & Double Doors
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